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 Try TaxAct Professional on Us!
Experience this season’s amazing client-centered features. Today. For free.
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TaxAct Named Top Software in NATP Member Survey (PDF)
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Built for your practice.
In addition to providing the most cost-effective solutions, we also give you an optimized process that’s quick, easy and accurate. And to prove it, we’ll give you a taste of what you can expect from our software. 





[image: Two arrows pointing at each other in a square frame]Easy Comparison
Side-by-side comparison view of prior and current year returns for any form



[image: a clock]Time-saving Imports
Load last year's returns, investments, W-2s and more
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Toggle between Forms view and a Q&A interview
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TaxAct has scalable software and e-filing options for all practices.



[image: question speach bubble]Convenient & Dedicated Support
Use TaxAct's reports and tools to easily provide clients with customized tax planning information.






Just like your business grows each year, so does our software.
We want to save you valuable time, while ensuring a quality experience. We’ve implemented features designed to advance your tax practice:
▪	Compare and project tax liability for the next two years
▪	Analyze current tax situation, allowing clients to plan for upcoming tax years 
▪	See how recent data entries impact return balance using real-time analytics



Go ahead and take us for a spin.
Compare TaxAct Professional to your current software. We’re positive you’ll be impressed with what we can bring to the table. 
  
		Get Your Free Eval*
	
Unlock all TaxAct Professional software features!











Looking for software for multiple users? 
TaxAct Professional Enterprise Editions include:
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[image: a green checkmark]Online data storage for local networks or optional cloud storage
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[image: a green checkmark]Free offsite backup storage for seven years’ worth of data
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Need more information? 
Contact Pro Sales at 866.498.7184
or ProSales@TaxAct.com






See why our customers choose us year after year.





Easy to use!
 For several years I shopped for Tax Software and I always, repeat always come back to TaxAct. It's affordable, accurate and easy to use.
 Martin Reveort, EA
 Tampa, Florida
 

User for over 20 years!
 I've used Taxact for more than 20 years. It is great product easy to use and great support. I have recommended it to many, especially those that want to complete their own returns. Very user friendly!
 Terry Michaelson CPA
 Dallas, Texas
 

Satisfied from the beginning.
 TaxAct has been the professional tax software I have been using since 2004. The updates are awesome, feedback and customer service skills are remarkable and you cant beat the price. I've been a satisfied customer since the beginning.
 Michael Moore CPA
 Atlanta, Georgia
 

Making tax preparation a whole lot easier!
 TaxAct Professional is very user-friendly and accurate. Never had an issue with calculations or missing any important credits or deductions to the return. I'm very satisfied with my purchase for the 5th year in row.
 Dalia Freeman
 Houston, TX
 

Top of the line support!
 TaxAct Pro is very user friendly and it helps new tax preparers like me with the many alerts built into the system. In addition, the email and telephone support are top of the line. Thanks for providing a cost effective and overall great product.
 Kendrick Florence CPA
 Birmingham, Alabama
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*TaxAct Professional free evaluation edition does not include the ability to file
returns with the IRS, nor does it include Enterprise features such as cloud
storage or multiple users. Professionals are able to utilize the evaluation
edition to determine whether or not they wish to purchase the full product for
TY23.

**Rated 4.5 of 5 stars overall in CPA Practice Advisor's 2020 Review of TaxAct Professional Edition
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